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Carbon-neutral driving launch
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▪ Customers who fill up at a Shell service station in the

Netherlands can now drive carbon neutral

▪ There is no extra cost for customers who choose Shell

V-Power petrol or diesel

▪ Those who fill up with regular Shell petrol or diesel

can participate for an additional 1 Euro cent per litre

▪ CO2 emissions generated by participating motorists –

as well as from the extraction, refining and

distribution of the fuel – will be offset by nature-based

carbon credits

• UK launched in Oct 2019
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REDD+ Katingan Project 
(Indonesia)
Developed by Permian Global

◼ 157,000 hectares (390,000 acres) intact peat swamp 
forest protected

◼ Collaboration with 34 villages in the Project Zone

◼ Protection of vital habitats for 5 Critically Endangered 
species, 8 Endangered species and 31 Vulnerable species

◼ Providing alternative sources of income

◼ And generating 7.5 million CO2 credits per year
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Criteria

▪ Approved carbon standards
▪ Environmental impacts beyond 

CO₂

▪ Societal benefits for the local 
community

▪ Project developer competency
▪ Government support/frameworks
▪ Reputational risks



Shell to invest 300 Mln USD in natural ecosystems over 3 years
not all…
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As a start…

▪ Netherlands: Shell and Staatsbosbeheer, the

independent Dutch state forestry service, will plant more

than 5 million trees over the next 12 years.

▪ Spain: Shell has signed a deal with Land Life Company

to plant around 300,000 trees by the end of 2019.

▪ Australia: Shell has established an 800-hectare

endangered native forest regeneration project.

▪ Malaysia: Shell and the Sarawak state government are

jointly studying the potential for a nature conservation,

restoration and enhancement venture for Sarawak’s

natural landscape.



NBS in Canada
Given the size of our natural ecosystems and the work we 
have already done on market mechanisms, Canada has a 
large scale opportunity and we can lead.

Role  of Governments
▪ Include NBS in emission reduction strategies and NDCs
▪ Create market incentives such as Govt-led carbon pricing 

mechanisms and certainty related to regulations
▪ Create robust, practical and flexible frameworks for Article 6 and 

CORSIA + incorporate NBS credits
▪ Establish clearly defined frameworks for MRV to ensure high 

standards of environmental and societal integrity are achieved
▪ Provide clarity on different certification standards and rules, 

protocols for project developers to follow, and ensure alignment 
between jurisdictions

▪ Recognize the potential role of Indigenous Peoples in NBS 
projects and the link to economic reconciliation
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